Expansion of quasispecies diversity but no evidence for adaptive evolution of SHIV during rapid serial transfers among seronegative macaques.
Four successive, rapid serial passages of the nonpathogenic, CCR5-tropic simian-human immunodeficiency virus SHIV(SF162) in rhesus macaques resulted in an increase in acute plasma viremia with each passage and the emergence of a pathogenic isolate SHIV(SF162P3) in one of the passage three transfer animals (macaque T353). To explore the mechanism(s) underlying increased virulence of SHIV(SF162) upon in vivo passage, the evolution of the HIV-1 envelope gene was characterized in plasma and PBMC samples obtained from animals before (week 1) and after (week 3) the time of virus transfer. We found no evidence in support of adaptive evolution of the HIV gp120 during rapid serial passage; however, the animals which later received passage virus had more diverse quasispecies. SHIV(SF162P3)-like gp120 sequences were first detected in macaque T353 at week 6, after seroconversion. These sequence changes increased in frequency and number at later time points. The first sequence change conferred neutralization escape but not an increase in viral infectivity that could account for the apparent increase in replicative capacity of the later passage viruses. Collectively, our data argue against any host-specific adaptation of the HIV-1 envelope gp120 as the basis for the generation of more aggressive SHIV variants during rapid serial transfers in seronegative macaques, and support the model of quasispecies diversity as a predictor of pathogenesis. Envelope sequence changes accumulate principally in response to immune pressure exerted by the host, generating viral variants that can persist in the presence of a strong host immune response.